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IMPROVEMENTS OF EXISTING EARLY WARNING SYSTEM IN CROATIA

_ Tomislav Tomisa
Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing,-Zagreb

Abstract: The gamma radiation early warning system in Croatia was established in 1993. The
first configuration contained 3 measuring stations connected to the monitoring center and up
today the system is expanded with 5 additional locations. Each location is equipped with the
MFM202 gamma-monitor and additional equipment that is not unique for all locations. This
difference in remote equipment configuration caused by different communication medium
used, is the reason to improve existing system trough equipment unification introducing PLC
unit in the standard configuration. Such configuration enables additional functions such as
automatic alerting and collecting meteorological data.

1. EXISTING SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The gamma radiation early warning system in Croatia is organized as the network of the
remote stations connected to the monitoring center located at the IRB (Institute Ruder
Boskovic) in Zagreb. There are 8 old and 6 recently installed remote stations equipped with
the MFM202 type gamma radiation monitors as shown on Fig. 1.
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Fig 1. Locations of monitoring stations
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1.1 Existing station configuration

The communication network has radial structure and uses three different media for data
transfer between remote stations and monitoring center:

• wired telephone network
• radio-telephone network (mobile phone)
• computer network (TCP/IP)

Since MFM202 gamma monitors can communicate only trough a standard serial port (RS232)
on 2400 baud, there are different local equipment configurations used according the available
communication media as shown on Fig. 2 to Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5 Configuration B2

As shown there are two basic configuration used, with a local PC (Al and A2) and without
local PC (Bl and B2). The variations depend on the type of the communication used.

Since only the host PC in the monitoring center at IRJB can initiate the communication
according the predefined schedule, there is no unique way to establish the communication
with each remote station from an auxiliary center location.

This has been shown as a disadvantage when trying to establish a secondary monitoring
center (Technical Support Center) as provided in the case of an accident.
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1.2 Monitoring center configuration

Since the system was expanded in the last few years the new equipment was added to the host
PC at monitoring center, so the existing configuration looks as shown on Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6 Monitoring center configuration

One of the measuring stations is located at the same place as the monitoring center (IRB) and
its gamma monitor is directly connected to the communication port of the host PC via serial
RS232 line.

A 2400 baud modem is used for connection to the telephone network. The data from the
remote stations are collected via dial-up telephone line, one by one according the predefined
schedule.

To reach the data from the remote station located at Sljeme the host PC is connected to the
computer Wide Area Network (WAN) using TCP/IP protocol.

In such configuration only the remote stations connected to the telephone network are
reachable for the auxiliary center using the dial-up lines, while the connection to the stations
using a direct cable line or the computer WAN is not possible.

It was realized during the last demonstration test that the reliability of the connection with
remote station that uses radiotelephone line (mobile-phone) is very low. Since some of the
remote stations share the telephone line with another users the data accessibility from such
stations is also very low. It also came out that the problem with modem electric power supply
on some locations decrease availability of data accessibility.

These are the reasons to improve the described system in the way of introducing a new PLC
hardware on remote stations and making the data access uniform for all stations.
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2. IMPROVED HARDWARE CONFIGURATION

There are two main reasons to improve hardware configuration of the remote stations:

• to make the unique hardware configuration at all remote stations
• to enable the system alerting by remote station request

The reason to introduce local PC in remote station configuration was a need to temporary save
the local data during the period of the communication unavailability with the monitoring
center, because of limited communication time during the day (shared telephone lines) or low
connection reliability.

Installing the PLC unit on all locations instead of the local PC on some of them the system
become robust and uniform. The PLC unit takes the communication and data storage
functions. Since the gamma-monitor becomes the slave function in such configuration, the
PLC unit as the master collects the data from the gamma-monitor, process the data checking
for an alarm condition and save the data for transfer to the monitoring center. If alarm
condition is locally recognized according the programmed settings, the PLC unit will
automatically call the center and alert the system.

The remote programming feature of the PLC unit enables the access to the local settings and
changing the behavior of each remote station from monitoring center - for example - the call-
back telephone number can be remotely changed if monitoring center changes the telephone
number.

Since the PLC unit is provided with the analog inputs for measuring signals, the set of
metheorological sensors can added to the configuration to acquire local weather data. The full
configuration is shown on Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7 Improved station configuration
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3. MOST SOFTWARE IMPROVEMENT

The existing software package installed on the host PC at the monitoring center consists of
more DOS based executable programs that are handled under Windows 3.1 system platform.
Since the automatic alerting as the new system feature can not be handled with existing
software and the maintenance of this software becomes difficult because the system platform

-is out of date, these are good reasons to improve the host software.

In this manner the new communication module is developed under Windows 95/98/NT
system platform. This module is provided to establish the communication between the
auxiliary monitoring center and any of the remote stations using a telephone network.

With a user friendly graphical operator interface as shown on Fig. 8, this module is very
convenient for mobile measuring stations that have to be organized in an accidental situation.
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Fig. 8 Cominunication module screen layout

The whole program package as shown on Fig. 9. will contain two additional modules:

• data analyzing module
• data presentation module

The data acquired on-line by communication module will be analyzed and processed
according the international standards and stored in archive. The presentation module is
provided to print the hard copy reports and to prepare processed data for off-line usage for
another registered users or for public domain on Internet.
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Fig. 9. Host PC program package structure

4. CONCLUSION

During the year 2000 the early warning system is expanded with six new remote stations
(marked on Fig. 1 with white labels) so the monitoring network includes total 14 locations.

The new locations are equipped with minimum hardware - configuration B1 - that enables
easy installation of mentioned PLC units in future.

The existing radiotelephone lines are replaced with fixed (wired) lines increasing the
connection reliability.

The prototype of the improved hardware configuration is finished and will be installed and
tested at location Zumberak during this year.

The analyzing and presentation software modules are developed and presently are under
testing procedures.
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